Breast Augmentation THE LOOK I WANT

Prior to your consultation it is helpful to determine what you would like your breasts to look like after having breast surgery. This will not only help you have a more clear idea of what your goals are, but it will also help Dr. Cruise meet your expectations.

**Select the SIZE you would like to be.**

- Slight
- Conservative
- Moderate
- Fuller
- Dramatic

**Select the CLEAVAGE you would like to have**

- Neutral
- Close
- Very Close

**Select the UPPER vs LOWER breast fullness you would like to have.**

- Soft
- Moderate
- Round

**Select the NIPPLE POSITION on the breasts you would like to have.**
Select the Breasts you like.
*Examples are models and not patients of Dr. Cruise
Please fill out your information and submit the form. We will review it during your consultation. You can submit this form multiple times.
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